
Blakely, Booker, and the Future of Sentencing

The Supreme Court's decisions in Blakely v. Washington'

and United States v. Booker have spawned renewed debate

about sentencing. Although there are several obvious and

relatively easy fixes to the disruption occasioned by these

decisions,3 various camps have sensed some threat to their

objectives and have mobilized to advance their favored

outcomes. Painting with a broad brush, and with due re

gard to the actual diversity of views on all such subjects,

the basic players are these: organized crime victims, prose

cutors, judges, defense attorneys, academia,4 and the

guidelines movement.5 For analytical purposes, it makes

sense to gioup them by their distinct objectives: advocates

for increased severity, advocates for restored discretion,

and advocates for sentencing guidelines.

Though diverse in their goals and perceptions, the

major players share this flaw: They all refuse to embrace

"public safety" (or "crime control") goals as a primary and

coherent purpose of sentencing. In so doing, they ulti

mately defeat their own legitimate purposes.

This defect is perhaps most obvious in the ongoing ef

forts of guidelines advocates to enact sentencing rules to

normalize punishment decisions. Guidelines as they now

exist make no meaningful effort at crime reduction. They

are organized around blameworthiness, criminal history,

and prison resources.6 To be sure, by the accident that

worse crimes and worse records crudely predict greater risk

for those sentenced to longer terms, guidelines very roughly

amount to risk assessment and to this extent serve public

safety.7 Because they do so by accident and with tremendous

imprecision, guidelines do a far worse job of allocating cor
rectional resources than would best efforts at crime

reduction. In common with the sentencing culture that they

codify, guidelines continue to produce abysmal recidivism.8

Promoting such guidelines will only cultivate the tragic

cycle of misdirected sentencing decisions and avoidable vic

timizations. Without responsible attention to crime

reduction, guidelines will inevitably perpetuate legislative ef

forts to adopt further restrictions on sentencing discretion

and persistent demands for draconian sentencing.

I will explore the counterproductive efforts of each of

the major players struggling to influence sentencing. I will

focus on the guidelines movement, which has influenced

many state systems and fuels the current All project to re-

vise the Model Penal Code sentencing provisions around

guidelines.9 I do so for two reasons: First, the leader of the

All effort, Prof. Kevin Reitz, conveniently collects the ar

guments for structuring guidelines around just deserts to

the exclusion of crime reduction. Second, the tragedy of

the project's present misdirection is multiplied by its di

version of voices that should be leading criminal justice

toward a far higher goal than merely ordered just deserts.

I. The Major Players and Their Positions

The following sec,tions briefly describe the goals and short

comings of each of the three major players: advocates for

increased severity, advocates for restored discretion, and

advocates for sentencing guidelines.

A. Advocates for Increased Severity

The fear of most vocal crime victims and prosecutors is

that Blakely and Booker will somehow restore sentencing

discretion. They believe that judicial discretion generally
results in lenient sentences, that offenders deserve sever

ity, and that severity best serves public safety. They agree

with the proponents of guidelines that we should not at

tempt to rely on programs or treatment to reduce crime

because they are skeptical of research and academia. They

disagree with most guidelines proponents because they

believe that incapacitation is an effective means by which

to prevent criminal behavior by those we incarcerate and

is justified for reasons in addition to punishment.

These advocates for severity originally opposed sen

tencing guidelines as codifying leniency but repeatedly

succeeded in creating an overlay of substantially enhanced

mandatory and presumptive minimum sentences'O-an

overlay that is in no way threatened by Blakely and Booker.

Although they would generally prefer that responses to

Blakely and Booker raise the ceilings and perhaps the floors

on the available sentences for any given conviction of in

terest, when faced with the political realities of budget

restraints, they will probably be satisfied with a response

that continues guidelines and other restraints on judicial
discretion.

The advocates for increased severity most urgently and

legitimately seek to reduce victimization. Adamantly con

vinced that nothing short of death or incarceration reduces
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criminal behavior, they will pursue any response to Blakely

that facilitates enhanced prison terms and reduces judicial

discretion to shorten or avoid prison. The tragedy is that

by their strategy, they contribute to our continued inability

to make criminal justice responsibly pursue crime reduc

tion, while discrediting in the eyes of other players the

public safety value of incarceration by equating it with

punitiveness and retribution. By pursuing increased sever

ity as a matter of faith, they will perpetuate guidelines that

accomplish crime reduction largely by accident and that

yield at least some victimizations that smarter sentencing

would prevent.

B. Advocates for Increased Discretion

Most judges believe that sentencing discretion is inherent

in the judicial function and initially opposed guidelines as

.diminishing our role. Some of us, however, welcomed re

lief from the formidable challenge of vast discretion in the

face of essentially useless statutory "shopping lists" of un

prioritized sentencing objectives" and a complete lack of

useful information or advocacy about how best to accom

plish any of those objectives. I sense that many state

judges have become comfortable with the ordered flexibil

ity of presumptive guidelines adopted by a number of

states. Nonetheless, most judges would welcome the re

turn of increased discretion exemplified by Booker,

particularly if it rolled back such assaults on discretion as

mandatory minimum and three-strikes provisions-and

the increasingly restrictive federal guidelines. Most would

also applaud a return to the nearly unfettered discretion of

the pre-guidelines era. Most defense attorneys and their

allies would prefer a return to wider discretion as well. If

they remember the disparity of sentences that predated

guidelines, they probably agree with their institutional op

ponents-vocal victims and prosecutors-that the

strikingly severe sentences of unbridled sentencing discre

tion were unusual and that increased discretion ultimately

favors leniency. In any event, many advocates for restored

discretion fear that the legislative response to Blakely and

Booker will be increased floors and ceilings, further re

duced discretion, and, perhaps, more mandatory
minimum sentences.

The advocates for discretion are least likely to prevail in

shaping a response to Blakely and Booker. Because the pro

ponents of rehabilitation were largely ostracized from the

debate in the last quarter century, advocates for discretion

as a right of judicial office or on behalf of criminal defen

dants lack the clout to shape policy. Their only ally is fiscal

restraint (a much stronger ally in most states than in Con

gress).

The irony of their position is that a return to discretion

without directing and informing that discretion toward

crime reduction would surely produce examples ofle

niency that would be portrayed in the media as outrageous

and would continue the abysmal public safety results of

the same mainstream sentencing that guidelines seek to

encourage. Either way, since the combined efforts of all

voices have repeatedly enabled the public misconception

that severity and safety are synonymous, the result would

be precisely what these advocates least favor: increased de

mand for draconian sentencing provisions and further

limitations on judicial discretion.

C. Advocates for Sentencing Guidelines

Blakely and Booker caused shock waves among those aca

demics and practitioners arrayed around Professor Kevin

Reitz's ongoing efforts to transform the Model Penal Code

into a vehicle for spreading sentencing guidelines among

the states. Although Booker left federal guidelines in place

as "advis<?ry," many members of this community perceive

that result as fraught with danger. They fear that Booker

will encourage non-guideline states to forgo guidelines,

and guideline states to retreat from "mandatory" guide

lines. They see merely advisory guidelines as inadequate

to combat either sentencing disparity or populist demands

for severity. And they correctly understand that Blakely

and Booker leave their movement at a crossroads, with

vocal advocates for enactment of mandatory sentences on

the one hand and those seeking elimination or emascula

tion of guidelines on the other.

In a nutshell, most guidelines proponents abhor what

they see as the rise of punitivism and mass incarceration.'2

They tend to favor judicial discretion but pragmatically
concede that a return to the broad discretion of indetermi

nate sentencing is unlikely. They endorse guidelines as a

way both to attack sentencing disparity and to moderate

the trend toward punitivism and mass incarceration. In

their eyes, the guidelines provide a buffer against the en

actment of additional mandatory sentences. Their hope is

that sentencing commissions and expanded appellate re

view of judicial departures would accomplish both

goals-reduced disparity and, indirectly, moderated puni

tivism. Even when they fail to moderate punitivism, they

insist that guidelines achieve consistency worthy of their

vigorous defense.

Professor Reitz and many other guidelines advocates

endorse a penological theory-"limiting retributivism"
as a central feature of his revision to the Model Penal

Code.'3 Professor Reitz invokes the leading advocate of

limiting retributivism, Norval Morris, to insist that propor

tional just deserts be the dominant purpose of

punishment. '4 These advocates reject crime reduction as a

significant rationale for sentencing'5 (except, perhaps, in

some exceptional "layers" of crime'6), because they fear

that a public safety focus would further encourage incar

ceration. Some believe that just deserts is the only

appropriate goal of punishment, but most endorse an ex

clusive role for ordered just deserts because they believe it

a more fair and ultimately more lenient metric for assess

ing punishment than crime reduction.

Guidelines advocates are likely to succeed in preserv

ing mandatory state guidelines at least in the short term,

as they have as de facto allies those who are most con

cerned with budgets and who favor guidelines on the
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managerial basis that they make prison population predic

tions more reliable. But their strategy will fail either to

reduce disparity or to moderate punitiveness.

Understanding why that is so is critically important,

and it is the subject of the following sections.

II. Guidelines, Punitiveness, and Disparity

The decision by leading guidelines advocates to embrace

limited just deserts to the exclusion of meaningful pursuit

of crime reduction has led to unexpected and still unap

preciated problems. It has failed to achieve satisfactory

reductions in disparity or to moderate punitiveness. To

achieve either goal, guidelines advocates will need to ac

cept that meaningful pursuit of crime reduction must be

the central function of sentencing, and limited just deserts

should merely provide outer limitations on sanctions

based on. accepted notions of proportionality.

A. Guidelines and Punitiveness

The contradiction inherent in resisting sentencing puni

tiveness with a just-deserts ideology is patent. Because

guidelines proponents seek refuge from mass incarcera

tion in ordered just deserts, they necessarily endorse the
notion that retribution should be the main concern in sen

tencing. Because they disparage public safety as a guiding

principle in sentencing, they have no standing to object

that the public responds to real or perceived failures of

sentencing to achieve crime reduction by seeking to in

crease the severity of sentences. Because just deserts is a

profoundly democratic notion, deliberative sentencing

commissions are no match for a public we teach to equate

safety with severity-with the result that guidelines are

easily and dramatically overrun with ballot measures and

legislation raising guideline floors and ceilings and impos

ing mandatory minimum sentences. As a result, if

guidelines advocates save guidelines without aiming them

more responsibly at crime reduction, the resulting contin

uing recidivism will ensure continued pressure to increase

sentences and reduce judicial discretion.

None of this is necessary. The public is generally far
more concerned with crime reduction and rehabilitation

than with punishment for its own sake.'7 It is far more fea

sible to seek resonance with the "thoughts and impulses"

of "responsible officials",8 by making best efforts at crime

reduction than by attempting to regulate just deserts.

Moreover, 75 to 80 percent of sentencing occurs in a con

text totally below the public radar and in which the

prospect oflengthy incapacitation is simply nonexistent as

a matter of resources. This is precisely the context in

which incapacitation is least likely to equate with public

safety and rigorous attention to impacting the offender's

likely future behavior is most critical.

B. Disparity and Illusion

Guidelines advocates also undermine their ability to re

duce disparity by embracing a retributive rationale of

punishment. This conclusion may appear to fly in the face

. of the common view that the guidelines movement has

greatly reduced sentencing disparity. Guidelines have

some worthy regularizing influence, but they pursue con

sistency largely as charade. '9 They largely pretend to treat

like alike, and just deserts is hardly a sufficiently precise

metric upon which to posit consistency.

Guidelines construct categories with gross divisions

and pretend to prescribe equal sentences for similarly situ

ated offenders largely by ignoring differences among

crimes and offenders. For example, Oregon's guidelines

ignore an offender's degree of involvement in a crime and

do not ask whether a crime is the product of psychopathy.

Thus the "presumptive" sentence ranges necessarily pre

scribe similar sentences in spite of real differences among
offenders and offenses. To accommodate such differ

ences, courts must employ notions of "aggravation" or

"mitigation" and consider a departure-which inherently

relaxes any normalizing influence of guidelines. More

over, because the decisions are based on just deserts,>o

they necessarily invoke a metric that is at best wildly im

precise.2I It should come as no surprise, therefore, that

even with prescribed presumptive and limited departure

sentences, guidelines have proven woefully inadequate to

eliminate unjust disparity in sentencing. They have

proven particularly inadequate as a means to eradicate

racial disparity."

Infusing guidelines with a crime reduction rationale,

would provide a vastly improved metric for avoiding dis

parity within the wide deontologicallimits that guidelines

rightly pursue. By responsible assessment of those aspects

of criminal acts, careers, and offenders that help us ration

ally select the disposition most likely to serve public safety,

we should certainly improve our ability to treat like alike.

Instead of pretending that blameworthiness meaningfully

distinguishes among offenders within the limits of pro

portionality, we should strive to identify variations among

them that help us choose dispositions with the greatest
likelihood of success.

There is nothing inconsistent or unfair about recogniz

ing that offenders for whom public safety is best achieved

by disparate dispositions are to this important extent not

"alike" and should be treated differently. That an identical

crime can be committed by a psychopath or by an addict

susceptible to recovery (with equal criminal histories) does

not compel identical dispositions as a matter of fairness.

Thus the existing Model Penal Code contemplates aware

ness of "individualization" in treatment.'3 Varying

dispositions-within an acceptable range of severity in

light of traditional notions of proportionality-can indeed

treat like alike without compromising public safety.

III. The Future of the Guidelines Movement

Because their purpose is to resist excessive incarceration,

guidelines advocates reject the notion that incapacitation

should be used to prevent crime, but they join the voices

of advocates for severity in disparaging as well all forms
of treatment and alternative sanctions in order to seek
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refuge in just deserts. They resist constructing guidelines
based on best efforts to reduce criminal behavior, and

they reject risk assessment as imprecise and unfair.24 But

the flaws in risk assessment are "trivial compared to the

calibration chores that afflict a retributivist regime."25

Critically, guidelines advocates do not pursue improve

ment in the precision with which we pursue

rehabilitation, do not propose that we do a better job of

reducing offenders' subsequent criminal behavior, and

do not support allocating prison or jail beds in pursuit of

public safety.

Guidelines advocates fail to appreciate that every sen

tencing disposition has an impact on public safety. Every

decision to use jail, prison, probation, alternative sanc
tions, treatment, or even fines either does or does not

prevent the offender's next crime. Incarceration unavoid

ably reduces an offender's risk to the public while the

offender is in custody, yet most proponents of guidelines

resist the notion that it is appropriate to use incapacitation

as a public safety tool. 26Guidelines advocates damage

their credibility with practitioners, policy makers, and

those who favor severity by ignoring the obvious, and thus

they needlessly enhance the "nothing works" mantra of

the advocates for severity, who really mean "nothing

works but prison."

Sentencing by just deserts alone is surely no kinder to

offenders (or their potential victims) than sentencing

guided at least in part by risk assessment and other re

sponsible attempts at evidence-driven dispositions. The

crucial question is whether rigorous attempts at best prac

tices including risk assessment, with attendant protections

for fairness and accuracy, would do a better job of allocat

ing incapacitation and other dispositions where they are

most needed than sentences imposed with no such rigor

ous attempt.2? Avoiding risk assessment for fear of "false

positives" does not reduce false positives; it renames and

compounds them.

This analysis in a National Institute ofJustice studyar
ticulates the obvious:

The judges' diverse selection purposes for sentencing
individuals support the need for greater clarity and
consistency in sentencing aims. The conflict between
utilitarian and retributive perspectives was apparent in
this study, despite a general preference on the part of
judges for utilitarian crime control. Clarity could be in
creased if there were an internally consistent
sentencing theory and if it were consistently applied.
Despite their modest validity, the judges' subjective
risk judgments substantially influenced their sentenc
ing choices. The use of more formal, empirically
derived methods would enhance sentencing rationality
when sentencing theory incorporates risk as a relevant
and justifiable consideration.28

Virginia's lonely attempt to pursue crime reduction by

incorporating risk assessment within guidelines29 is an

impressive step in the right direction. Risk assessment is

widely and successfully used in probation and postprison

supervision and pretrial release decisions. It is surely im

perfect, but modem risk assessment dwarfs the rationality

of sentencing unaided by risk assessment. As long as the

resulting sentence is within legal limits and not dispropor

tionate in its severity, the employment of risk assessment

is just as long as it correctly identifies offenders at higher

or lower risk of reoffending; certainty is not a perquisite

for any sentence. Risk management is surely among our

highest callings.

IV. Conclusion

In the end, ,guidelines advocates began with hopes of

moderating punitivism but settle for the illusion of con

sistency. Insistent that they have achieved meaningful

reform, they defend their edifice against the beneficial in

fusion of rationality much as Colonel Nicholson defended

his bridge on the River Kwapo: enamored by the struc

ture, blind to its function, and disloyal to their own

objectives.

The prospects for the guidelines movement need not

be so bleak. If the American Law Institute uses the oppor

tunity afforded by Blakely and Booker to redirect the MPC

revision efforts toward crime reduction, ALl might still

champion profound improvement in criminal law. A

change in the MPC's orientation requires no abandon

ment of the general notion of guidelines, but it does

require rigorous incorporation of best efforts at crime re

duction within the limits of proportionality and resources.

ALl could transform criminal justice into a responsible

and effective institution of public safety. That result would

serve the legitimate interests of all whose voices are now

heard in the aftermath of Booker and Blakely and all who

would seek to reduce cruelty, victimization, disparity, and
waste.
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